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ARANYA - THE DECORATIVE
RANGE OF CHOICE FOR
HIGH END INTERIORS
The Aranya collection undergoes a metamorphosis!
Did the Aranya range lure you into its seductive grasp over these last few years? Did you appreciate
our selections in colour choice and veneer matching? Were you captivated by the beauty of the
finish created for your high end projects?
Everything you loved, you will find returning in the new range Aranya which now looks to expand
and develop further, basing this expansion on enhancement of and focus on the natural qualities of
wood.
2020 announces the renewal of the Aranya range. The accent on Oak and Walnut is still there but
you will find them now with additional alternatives in shape and finish. The result is: 9 decors which
explore the full potential of the characters of these species: Natural look, smoked, stained, livelier
or more rustic without forgetting to show off structure. With all these possibilities, Aranya is THE
toolbox for any bespoke joiner or architect when it comes down to product selection on projects
where wood is the lead material.
The Aranya range is a complete range that offers the same decors with 4 different finishes : sanded
boards (Aranya Sanded), brushed boards (Aranya Brushed), lacquered boards (Aranya Sanded &
Lacquered), brushed & lacquered boards (Aranya Brushed & Lacquered). The delicate brushing
added on the Aranya boards are emphasizing the beauty of the wood and will for sure turn more
than one head.
The careful selection of veneer together with careful jointing and respecting natural log colouring
will ensure consistency of surfaces across your complete project.
The ecology is not forgotten either, substrates and veneers are issued from sustainably managed
forests according to PEFC (Programme for the Endorsment of Forest Certification, PEFC/07-31-16),
the whole process is free of added formaldehyde and the lacquers are solvent free also.
Don’t waste time, turn the page and discover the new and improved Aranya range.
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WHY ARANYA ?
It began 4000 years ago: in those early times and at the beginning of our civilisation, wise and erudite
men had understood the basic principles of life in society. Among these was forest conservation
a natural source of life and abundance. Long before today’s environmentalists arrived, these wise
and far seeing men laid down sound rules with regard to forest management, preaching a delicate
balance between production, conservation, and religion. These rules were consigned in holy books
which have crossed the centuries: the Vedas, the Ramayana, and the Aranyakas.
These men were speaking Sanskrit, the forest was their universe and they were calling it … Aranya!
It is our intention to honour them, so we decided to call our product Aranya. Our concern for the
environment is unwavering and we believe it’s wise to follow the advice of the Ancients on all matters,
whether spiritual or material.
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Oak DESERT

Oak RIFT

Oak MIX

Walnut NATURAL

Oak SMOKED

Oak COAL

Oak RUSTIC

Beam Oak NATURAL

Beam Oak ELEPHANT GREY
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Aranya Walnut NATURAL lacquered 3040 SL –
Design : Charlotte Marien Architect – Realization : Be-Wood
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Aranya Oak SMOKED brushed and lacquered 4030 BL –
Realization : Steen Interieur
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ARANYA OAK DESERT
DESERT Oak is a mixmatching of Quarters and False Quarters. The latter have been selected with
care in order to keep a peaceful balance and consistency within a sequence. But the main feature is
it’s slightly white washed staining which emphasises a clean and bright finish for your project.
References
Lacquered boards

Aranya 3070 SL

Brushed and lacquered boards

Aranya 4070 BL

Lacquered Masterflexes

Aranya 6070 SL
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REFINED

Aranya Oak DESERT brushed and lacquered 4070 BL –
Realization : Ronny Vermeersch
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ARANYA OAK RIFT
So you are a purist and prefer Oak in its purest form? Go for RIFT Oak. The simplicity of the best
Quarters and False Quarters will heighten the finish of your project. The focus on consistency of
colours and tight grain brings a touch of serenity. RIFT Oak, even combined with more contemporary
materials, will remain a class offer with timeless character.
References
Sanded boards

Aranya 1000 SA

Brushed boards

Aranya 2000 BR

Lacquered boards

Aranya 3000 SL

Brushed and lacquered boards

Aranya 4000 BL

Sanded Masterflexes

Aranya 5000 SA

Lacquered Masterflexes

Aranya 6000 SL
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SERENITY

Aranya Oak RIFT brushed 2000 BR –
Design : Amandine Goubau –
Realization : La Menuisière – Pictures : Caféine
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ARANYA OAK MIX
For those who find perfection boring, the Oak MIX decor is what’s needed. Mixing Crowns, half
Crowns, false Quarters and even some true Quarters, we are able to achieve an interesting dynamic
pattern. This grading is particularly appreciated by those who want more to life with an eye on
timelessness. MIX Oak will bring a true identity and personality to your room.
References
Sanded boards

Aranya 1010 SA

Brushed boards

Aranya 2010 BR

Lacquered boards

Aranya 3010 SL

Brushed and lacquered boards

Aranya 4010 BL

Sanded Masterflexes

Aranya 5010 SA

Lacquered Masterflexes

Aranya 6010 SL
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TRUE-BLUE

Aranya Oak MIX sanded 1010 SA –
Design : Chouettes Architectes –
Realization : Woodblaster
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ARANYA WALNUT NATURAL
The WALNUT NATURAL remains, as Oak, a great classic never out of fashion. Its colour, its flowery
structure and it distinctive grain bring a touch of class to your interior. The pattern is full of life
thanks to a mix of Crowns, Half Crowns and False Quarters. Brown, strongly veined but consistent
throughout, American Black Walnut shouts elegance and class, but with such subtlety.
References
Sanded boards

Aranya 1040 SA

Lacquered boards

Aranya 3040 SL

Sanded Masterflexes

Aranya 5040 SA

Lacquered Masterflexes

Aranya 6040 SL
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STRENGTH

Aranya Walnut NATURAL lacquered 3040 SL –
Design : Charlotte Marien Architect –
Realization : Be-Wood
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ARANYA OAK SMOKED
SMOKED Oak shows exceptional features. Its dark colour evokes the eternal power of wood. The
inherent colour variations remind you of the unique character of each log. These sheets are assembled from all parts of the log: Quarters, False Quarters, Half Crowns and Full Crowns. Our graders
are paying attention to the harmony of the sheet but it is not mathematical. It is all subjective so you
have to trust their long experience and knowledge of veneer. Small colour variations are therefore
part of the product as they can be found within the same veneer leaf. This mix of patterns but also
of colours make each board absolutely unique. Its warm colour also helps to give a touch of intimacy
to your rooms. The Crème de la Crème: the substrate is black MDF throughout providing the best
background for grooving and edge finishing.
References
Sanded boards

Aranya 1030 SA

Brushed boards

Aranya 2030 BR

Lacquered boards

Aranya 3030 SL

Brushed and lacquered boards

Aranya 4030 BL

Sanded Masterflexes

Aranya 5030 SA

Lacquered Masterflexes

Aranya 6030 SL
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COSYNESS

➔
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Aranya Oak SMOKED brushed and
lacquered 4030 BL – Realization : Steen Interieur
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ARANYA OAK COAL
Oak COAL has a more contemporary look. Black is useful to create contrasts: modernise a space,
energise a room or just make a bold statement.
The Oak structure adds its natural touch to the whole. The combination of both colour and
structure provides intensity and modernity to your interior. But above all, the core board is now
black throughout and the veneer is dyed - stained throughout - so it will ensure more consistency of
the grain colour and will allow grooving, repairs and edge working.
References
Lacquered boards

Aranya 3080 SL

Brushed and lacquered boards

Aranya 4080 BL

Lacquered Masterflexes

Aranya 6080 SL
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INTENSITY

Aranya Oak COAL brushed and lacquered 4080 BL
– Realization : MAM Menuiserie
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ARANYA OAK RUSTIC
RUSTIC Oak brings a unique element to your project thanks to its natural and warm outreach.
Knots, mineral lines and wild structure are the main characters of this decor. This pattern will be
much favoured by those who are looking for a finish of character and natural attributes.
References
Sanded boards

Aranya 1020 SA

Brushed boards

Aranya 2020 BR

Lacquered boards

Aranya 3020 SL

Brushed and lacquered boards

Aranya 4020 BL

Sanded Masterflexes

Aranya 5020 SA

Lacquered Masterflexes

Aranya 6020 SL
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HOMELY

Aranya Oak RUSTIC sanded 1020 SA –
Realization : Dorus Coppelmans Keukens
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ARANYA BEAM OAK NATURAL
Looking for a rough and authentic decor? Think BEAM OAK NATURAL ! This veneer has its origin
in beams from old roofs: barns, castles, churches. Thanks to slicing they find a second live showing
splits, cracks and knots. These features are giving a unique dimension to your creations. Beam
Oak is the essence of wood: wood with a story … and real character.
References
Sanded boards

Aranya 1050 SA

Brushed boards

Aranya 2050 BR

Sanded Masterflexes

Aranya 5050 SA
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AUTHENTICITY

Aranya BEAM Oak Natural sanded 1050 SA – Realization : Decota Keukens
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ARANYA BEAM OAK ELEPHANT GREY
With the colour of aging, BEAM OAK ELEPHANT GREY emphasizes a life story and creates
a unique atmosphere. This veneer is most adapted to a rustic interior but works just as well with
more contemporary materials and accentuates the contrast in the coming together of two types of
material.
References
Sanded boards

Aranya 1060 SA

Brushed boards

Aranya 2060 BR

Sanded Masterflexes

Aranya 5060 SA
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ARANYA BRUSHED
All Oak decors of the ARANYA collection can be obtained with a brushed finish. Brushing helps
emphasizing the structure and the character of Oak. To touch the surface is captivating and at the
same time the pronounced structure of the wood highlights a real authenticity. Brushed panels give
a perfect combination to the senses of both sight and touch and in turn give depth to a project.
Those textured boards will please those who love the character of wood as well as those who want
to focus purely on design.

Aranya Oak SMOKED
brushed and lacquered 4030 BL

Aranya Oak MIX
brushed and lacquered 4010 BL

Aranya Oak COAL
brushed and lacquered 4080 BL

Aranya Oak DESERT
brushed and lacquered 4070 BL
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Aranya Oak RIFT brushed & lacquered BL 4000 Realization: MAM Menuiserie
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TECHNICAL INFORMATION
Aranya is a quality label that features a high end selection of veneer and a high quality finish of
veneered boards.
The Aranya range is a complete range which offers the veneered boards with 4 different types of
finishes :
• Sanded boards (ARANYA SANDED)
• Brushed boards (ARANYA BRUSHED)
• Lacquered boards (ARANYA SANDED & LACQUERED)
• Brushed and lacquered boards (ARANYA BRUSHED & LACQUERED)
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The veneer is mixmatched. This means that the sheets are created
by placing various layons next to each other aiming for a wellbalanced pattern. Veneer is moving from the repetitive pattern seen in
bookmatched veneer and going to a more natural aspect of the veneer. It
is the continuous research for a well-balanced pattern and homogenous
colour that is driving us when preparing the veneer.
The Aranya range is available in one size : 3050 x 1220 mm. Finished thickness of the boards is 19
mm for A/A or A/B boards depending on the decor (for more information, have a look at the tables
here below).
The lacquering of the boards follows a highly technological industrial process which guarantees a
high quality finish of the boards. The finish is extremely consistent and meets the most rigorous
demands of specifications in both look and feel. Finishing products are UV products, totally free of
solvents and, of course, free of formaldehyde too. The gloss adopted is of 5% (+/- 2%) sheen which
puts Aranya within the current trends which consists in approaching as much as possible the aspect
of natural wood.
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General overview
MDF CARB2
3050 x 1220 x 18 mm

SANDED
Sanded
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BRUSHED
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Lacquered
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Brushed
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Oak DESERT A/A
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NA
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Brushed & lacquered
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3070 SL
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NA

4070 BL

Oak RIFT A/A

1000 SA

3000 SL

2000 BR

4000 BL

Oak MIX A/A

1010 SA

3010 SL

2010 BR

4010 BL

Walnut NATURAL A/A

1040 SA

3040 SL

NA

NA

Oak SMOKED A/B (black MDF)

1030 SA

3030 SL

2030 BR

4030 BL

NA

3080 SL

NA

4080 BL

Oak RUSTIC A/B

1020 SA

3020 SL

2020 BR

4020 BL

Beam Oak NATURAL A/B

1050 SA

on demand

2050 BR

on demand

Beam Oak ELEPHANT GREY A/B

1060 SA

on demand

2060 BR

on demand

Oak COAL A/A (black MDF)
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The Aranya SANDED (SA) Masterflexes are sanded with a grain of 150 and have a bending radius
of 200mm. The Aranya LACQUERED (SL) Masterflexes are sanded with a grain of 180 and have a
bending radius of 600 mm.
Concerning the bounding of the Aranya Masterflexes, we suggest you take a look at our end-users
instructions. Those can be obtained through your dealer. Other option is to check on our website :
www.finaspan.be or send us an email to sales@finaspan.be.
Masterflex
3050 x 1220 x 0,6 mm

SANDED
Sanded

BRUSHED
Lacquered
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Oak DESERT

NA
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6070 SL

Oak RIFT

5000 SA

6000 SL

Oak MIX

5010 SA

6010 SL

Walnut NATURAL

5040 SA

6040 SL

Oak SMOKED

5030 SA

6030 SL

NA

6080 SL

Oak RUSTIC

5020 SA

6020 SL

Beam Oak NATURAL

5050 SA

on demand

Beam Oak ELEPHANT GREY

5060 SA

on demand

Oak COAL
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It is not possible to produce brushed
Masterflexes with 0.6 mm veneer.
The alternative would be to use thick
veneer. For more information, please
contact your dealer or Finaspan.
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The edgings of the Aranya range are real wood edgings. Those are guaranteeing a high quality finish
and add a more refined touch to the overall project. The majority of the references are on stock. The
other ones can be obtained on demand (and can be delivered based on certain quantities).
Edgings – rolls of 50 lm

SANDED

Lacquered
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BRUSHED

Lacquered
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Lacquered
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24 x 1.5 mm

Lacquered
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24 x 0.6 mm

44 x 0.6 mm

Oak DESERT

yes

yes

yes

yes

Oak RIFT, MIX & RUSTIC

yes

yes

yes

yes

Walnut NATURAL

yes

yes

yes

NA

Oak SMOKED

yes

yes

yes

yes

Oak COAL

yes

yes

yes

yes

24 x 1.5 mm

*For unlacquered edgings, please contact your dealer for more information.

INFORMATIVE NOTE
Aranya is an environmentally friendly collection: all wood components are sourced from sustainably
managed forests certified under the PEFC label. All boards are produced without added
formaldehyde and lacquers are solvent free. If you have concerns for the environment look no
further than Aranya.
Wood is and remains a natural product, it therefore reacts to UV exposure. Prolonged exposure will
result in colour changes - it’s just the law of Nature.
Pictures shown in this leaflet as well as samples should be as reference only, the reality may differ
slightly.
All boards are provided with a PC foil on both sides to protect the surface until the board is supplied
on site.
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For the final touch, lacquer pens are made available with transparent lacquer or Desert colour. They
can be used for finishing the ridge of the edge and for small repairs.
Technical data as well as user’s guide can be downloaded on our website www.finaspan.be

MAINTENANCE GUIDELINES
The Aranya boards with a UV finish withstand most normal applications for furniture and common
cleaning products. The maintenance is limited usually by removing the dust with a soft humid cloth.
Always limit the use of liquid products and we do not advise to wash the panel with lots of quantities
of water.
Wine or nail polish stains will be removed as soon as possible. If persistent traces or stains should be
removed, use a little non-abrasive detergent liquid on a soft cloth. Never use solvents or chemicals,
even if diluted, these products can irreparably cause traces or stains.
If you are using a more aggressive product, first carry out a small test on an invisible area. Always
follow the instructions in the manufacturers' instructions for use.
Small corrective alterations can still be done using Aranya accessories, but depending on the extent
of the damage, the repair will sometimes remain visible.
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Aranya Oak DESERT lacquered 3070 SL – Realization : Oltz Design
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